Cyberweek 2019 Agenda (as of 11-9-19)

All times US Pacific (Los Angeles)

Sunday, November 17

1pm Weeklong online mediation exercise kickoff and role assignments

Monday, November 18

8am Nicolás Lozada – Colombian Developments in ODR

10am Opening Plenary with Ethan Katsh

Discussion one: When trying to design an ethical ODR system, what principles or standards do you consider? A single source? Several sources? Your own values?

12pm. ICODR member call

2pm Jonathan Verk, Coparenter.org: “Intelligent Dispute Resolution”

Discussion two: Have you witnessed or experienced any tensions or conflicts when ODR designers are attempting to be both ethical and efficient?

Tuesday, November 19

7am “AI & ODR: Applying Ethics at Key Decision Making Points in Standards Building & Systems Design” with Orna Rabinovich-Einy, Leah Wing, Dorcas Quek Anderson

9am Alberto Elisavetsky on ODR AI and ODR Coin

Discussion three: What potential tensions can you imagine could arise when trying to design an ODR system that is both ethical and efficient?

12pm Discussion of proposed ISO Standards for eCommerce, including ODR (TC 321)

2pm Darren Gingras, Common Sense Divorce, “Technology and process Pain Points in Family Law ODR”

Discussion four: Is new governance needed for the forthcoming challenges of fairness and efficiency at the time of AI and online courts? If so, what such new governance should be?

Wednesday, November 20

8am Graham Ross – ODR Initiatives in the UK and Lithuania
Discussion five: Are there situations in ODR design for the courts in which efficiency and fairness align (for example, design features that promote both fairness and efficiency)?

10am Chris Draper -- Risk Management and ODR

1pm Mike Dennis and Rhys West, “Why the APEC ODR Collaborative Framework Is A Potential Game Changer”

Discussion six: Have you had to choose between efficiency and fairness? What were the circumstances? What happened? What did you learn? What criteria did you use to decide which path to take?

Thursday, November 21

9am Amy Schmitz -- Blockchain, Smart Contracts, and ODR

Discussion seven: What will be the biggest challenge for fairness of online justice in the next 5 years?

12pm Jean Sternlight -- Pouring a Little Psychological Cold Water on ODR

2pm Andy Lee -- “AI Driven Online Dispute Resolution”

3pm Robert Kohn – eConciliador Demo & Discussion of Automated Negotiation for Consumers

Friday, November 22

9am Dan Rainey and Ana Goncalves – The Singapore Convention on Mediation (and its shortcomings)

Discussion eight: Can a robojudge be fair?

Closing Plenary/discussion

Saturday, November 23

10am Weeklong online mediation exercise debrief